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Process

Conversations with stakeholders,

Identifying features, goals, and themes, and

Relating themes to external literature.

Photo credit: Jacek Halicki, CC BY-SA 3.0 PL, via 
Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Jacek_Halicki
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/pl/deed.en


Photo credit: Jacek Halicki, CC BY-SA 3.0 PL, via 
Wikimedia Commons

Photo credit: Reinhold Möller, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia 
Commons

Why “neighborhoods?”

Ongoing efforts by Growth and 
Campaigns;

Acknowledged inconsistencies of 
WikiProjects;

How can editor labor be effectively 
coordinated?

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Jacek_Halicki
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/pl/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ermell
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


What will 
neighborhoods 

do?

Photo credit: Dietmar Rabich / Wikimedia Commons / 
“Santorin (GR), Akrotiri -- 2017 -- 2983” / CC BY-SA 4.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:XRay
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Santorin_(GR),_Akrotiri_--_2017_--_2983.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Santorin_(GR),_Akrotiri_--_2017_--_2983.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


Editors “want” to...

● Connect with mentors and 
like-minded peers,

● Peripherally observe 
experienced members, and

● Find articles and appropriate 
tasks to work on.

So, neighborhoods will...

● Group articles according to 
topic (automatic or manual),

● Provide Growth tools,
● Coordinate campaigns, and
● Provide semi-protected spaces.



Do neighborhoods 
already exist?

(What about WikiProjects?)



What about WikiProjects?

Successful WikiProjects (Military History, Climate change, Women in Red, and 
Middle Ages) are already “neighborhood-like”:
● Newsletters,
● Cross-language coordination of topic-focused editing,
● Task forces and campaigns,
● Robust and horizontal communication between members,
● Other “editing-adjacent” functions.

WikiProjects are arguably a good proxy for overall “health.”[1: PDF]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Military_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Women_in_Red
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Middle_Ages
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3027141.3027147
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/404287/1/2017_SigWeb_tinati.pdf


Effective WikiProjects: unique communication

Most WikiProjects have a 
hierarchical, 
hub-and-spokes network 
structure; egalitarian 
communication is rarer but 
more effective.

The efficacy of a Wikiprojectʼs 
work is influenced by the 
structure of its private, not 
directly task related 
communication network.[p. 

2874]

Diagram reproduced from Rychwalska, Talaga, and 
Ziembowicz, 2020, p. 2874.

https://aisel.aisnet.org/hicss-53/dsm/dsm_and_communities/2/
https://aisel.aisnet.org/hicss-53/dsm/dsm_and_communities/2/


[T]he coordination of collaborative 
article editing organized at the project 
level is relatively rare. Instead, most 
requests reflect a more lightweight 
approach to collaboration. The largest 
request categories—REQ-OPINION and 
REQ-DISCUSSION, which do not contain 
explicit requests to edit content 
collaboratively—account for 54% of all 
messages in our dataset. Many 
REQ-OPINION messages implicate 
collaborative activities of a short-term and 
transactional nature on the article talk 
page itself. 

Active WikiProjects: “unstructured collaboration”

Graph and quote  reproduced from Morgan et al., 
2013, p. 6. PDF linked  here. 

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2491055.2491058
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2491055.2491058
http://pensivepuffin.comwww.pensivepuffin.com/dwmcphd/papers/Morgan.ProjectTalk.WikiSym2013.pdf


But, most WikiProjects fall short 
of the ideal.
Missing communication: Members work alone until 
problems arise.

Difficulty creating new WikiProjects: Formalized 
processes; core groups of editors.

The dormancy problem: Dependence on a small core 
leads to dormancy due to turnover.

The discoverability problem: Reliance on talk pages limits 
accessibility of WikiProjects.

The Military history WikiProject Distinguished Service 
Award. Logo credit: Skjoldbro, CC BY-SA 4.0, via 
Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Skjoldbro
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


WikiProject summary

WikiProjects are an enduring, successful 
structure that has been adopted in most 
Wikipedias.

At their best, WikiProjects already resemble 
neighborhoods.

However, most WikiProjects fall short due to 
hard-to-overcome structural limitations.

Beyond WikiProjects, where else might 
neighborhoods be observed?

Logo credit: Blackknight12, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
via Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Blackknight12&action=edit&redlink=1
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Korean Wikipedia “Student Camp”

Screenshots of Student Camp welcome message (7/14/21); 
English produced via Google Translate.

https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%EC%9C%84%ED%82%A4%EB%B0%B1%EA%B3%BC:%ED%95%99%EC%83%9D_%EC%BA%A0%ED%94%84


Korean Wikipedia “Student 
Camp”

Sudden influx of children users; Wikipedia is their 
gateway to the internet.

Community (still) divided on whether to block or 
accommodate; settled on “quarantine zone.” 

Substantial subset of nontraditional users socialized 
into community as productive, contributing members.

Screenshots of Student Camp “chat room” 
(right)—snapshots of socialization.   

https://diff.wikimedia.org/2021/05/13/lessons-from-the-recent-influx-of-teenagers-in-the-korean-community-how-do-we-deal-with-them-as-active-contributors/
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fko.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2F%25EC%259C%2584%25ED%2582%25A4%25EB%25B0%25B1%25EA%25B3%25BC%3A%25ED%2595%2599%25EC%2583%259D_%25EC%25BA%25A0%25ED%2594%2584%2F%25EB%258C%2580%25ED%2599%2594%25EB%25B0%25A9


What are the 
potential 
upsides?

Upside. Photo credit: Mattbuck, CC BY-SA 2.0, via 
Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Mattbuck
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en


Newcomer reception

Personal welcomes encourage identity-based commitment—i.e., being labeled 
part of the in-group.[1] 

Receiving a reply improves retention,[2] but “canned” welcome messages (lists 
of policies and guidelines) are not helpful.[3; 4:PDF]

Wikipedia Teahouse
Teahouse guests made more edits, over more time, to more articles, than 
non-participating invitees;[5: PDF]  and invited editors were retained at a higher 
rate than uninvited editors.[6]

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Building_Successful_Online_Communities/z5ihmwEACAAJ?hl=en
https://academic.oup.com/jcmc/article/11/3/723/4617705?login=true
https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/ICWSM/article/view/14263
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2470654.2481311
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.361.2344&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2441776.2441871
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.307.1301&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3233391.3233544


Institutionalized socialization

Li et al. (2020) measured the impact of Wiki Ed(PDF) and its successful 
Institutionalized socialization:
● New members socialized as a group, rather than individually.
● New members are a “good fit” for the community and mission.
● Detailed guides and tutorials help them adapt to new community.
● New members connected to experienced (and like-minded) mentors.

Wiki Ed membership was associated with:
● Higher production.
● Higher quality contributions.
● Higher rate of collaboration.
● Higher rate of editor retention. 

Logo credit: Bob the Wikipedian, CC BY-SA 3.0 
via Wikimedia Commons

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3392857
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3392857
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Bob_the_Wikipedian
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thomisus_labefactus_sep04.jpg


Access to editing tasks of varied granularity

● Top contributors to online peer production communities have an intrinsic 
motivation to participate;[1: PDF] but for everybody else, a mix of intrinsic 
motivation and extrinsic rewards may be desirable.[2: PDF]

● Newcomers especially benefit from having a variety of tasks to choose from 
that are modular and have varied degrees of granularity.[3]

The Wikipedia Adventure
● A gamified, automated experience for new editors that was favorably rated, 

but that was not associated with significant long-term outcomes.[4]

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1531674.1531682
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/51159477/Wikipedians_Are_Born_Not_Made_-_A_Study_20170102-32229-qozspv.pdf?1483426193=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DWikipedians_are_born_not_made_a_study_of.pdf&Expires=1626725418&Signature=JGm~aGX5zmzgaKFZVaqB3XSuLSVbb2lcZDO3bxz-8KWNdH-gTEUIHkwvzbo8jp~VD2gioNxMm2AiCiHiOi-wY8lmnV~i5gEIY7Gl9tFTDrHDRGNT5P8GBOnQRS1SArD1oCunkJGjTF4Hq40RwFQ1c59zjVxm-V-AYbjGE5bF1AxG6qaiDTVJ3dML2HJMUVLwvyiYGnjHUk0LAJR13bAvXtsz72VtZfRAUgsJ1oPjqrb1lniKATROkE19Lz37o32khutXjffwLIfFA2-iuYSkl8dEAVURQ8i2nuHvEc2EUbIBCGp1OeJ3Gsuw8uYsmXPewLzEJLk4PQmGHdKYtgz56g__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2675133.2675181
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.1496.pdf;
https://dash.harvard.edu/handle/1/37078633
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2998181.2998307


Facilitating lurking

● Legitimate peripheral participation helps 
newcomers learn local norms and etiquette.[1]

● Lurking is safe;[2] it helps them build trust.[3]

● Inactive, nonproductive tasks help 
newcomers become full members.[4]

● Potential new members orient to 
leaderboards, article lists, etc. when deciding 
if they want to join a community.[5]

● Silent exploration before self-introduction 
leads to greater contributions and 
commitment.[6: PDF]

Space for peripheral observation. Photo credit: Pudelec 
(Marcin Szala), CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Situated_Learning/CAVIOrW3vYAC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/ICWSM/article/view/14050
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/02635570510616120/full/html
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2145204.2145245
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10606-020-09390-0
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2786451.2786478
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Rosta-Farzan/publication/278965110_Time_to_Introduce_Myself_Impact_of_Self-disclosure_Timing_of_Newcomers_in_Online_Discussion_Forums/links/56e96fb208ae47bc651c736c/Time-to-Introduce-Myself-Impact-of-Self-disclosure-Timing-of-Newcomers-in-Online-Discussion-Forums.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Drnholec_(D%C3%BCrnholz)_-_observation_tower.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Drnholec_(D%C3%BCrnholz)_-_observation_tower.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thomisus_labefactus_sep04.jpg


All of this can help neighborhoods become sites 
of emerging digital subcultures.

● Desirable, because it promotes intrinsic desire to edit.
● Knowledge production in Wikipedia is inherently collaborative, and 

quality articles show a combination of collaboration and “abrasion.”[1]

● Horizontal communication is crucial for fostering group identity and 
engagement.[3]

Identity-based engagement with neighborhoods may help the work endure, 
even if the editors turn over. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2753/MIS0742-1222270403
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03506


What are the 
potential 

downsides?

Downside. Photo credit: Coney817, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
via Wikimedia Commons.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Municipal_Building_Looking_Down.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


Neighborhoods, or fiefdoms?
● Territorial power users already exert malicious control over articles, topics, 

and the right to edit; this may be a more serious problem in smaller Wikis.
● Once entrenched, patterns of territoriality are difficult to change.
● Newcomers are particularly vulnerable, lacking knowledge of rules and 

norms, and lacking access to mentorship and support.
● In other contexts, newcomers are fertile ground for reinforcing 

pre-existing patterns of toxicity.[1]

However,
● Territorial power users thrive in the absence of transparency that 

neighborhoods are poised to alleviate. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00454


Neighborhoods, or ghost towns?

● Automated processes on Quora drive user attention to a small number of 
questions.[1: PDF]

● Many Reddit users are only active within a single subreddit[2: PDF]; i.e., 
editors may put down roots in their first neighborhood.

The use of automated processes to direct editors toward neighborhoods may 
exacerbate existing gaps and inequalities rather than alleviate them.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2488388.2488506
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.706.7826&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2567948.2579231
https://archive.thewebconf.org/proceedings/www2014/companion/p615.pdf


On Reddit, specific 
design features create 
“toxic technocultures”.

Actually itʼs about ethics in game journalism. Photo credit: cafuego, CC 
BY-SA 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons

Easy-to-create, pseudonymous 
accounts.

Gamification and Karma points: 
opaquely calculated but easy to game.

Ease of subreddit creation.

A small proportion of mods control a 
large proportion of subreddits.

Automated “front page” system 
shunts traffic toward large “default” 
subreddits; smaller toxic subs avoid 
scrutiny.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1461444815608807
https://www.flickr.com/people/37069385@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en


Learnings?

Photo credit: Johann Jaritz, CC BY-SA 4.0, via 
Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Johann_Jaritz
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


Neighborhoods are…

A potential benefit editors of all experience levels.

A logical extension of WikiProjects.

In line with external scholarship of online peer production communities.

But,

Major changes to the way editor labor is coordinated run the risk of reinforcing 
existing gaps and inequalities.
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